Multiple variability in the sequence of a family of maize endosperm proteins.
A collection of cDNA clones, corresponding to a group of maize endosperm proteins classified in the glutelin-2 (or reduced soluble proteins) and in the zein-2 subfractions, has been identified and characterized. The nucleotide sequence of three of these clones has been obtained and the amino acid sequence deduced. They appear to correspond to a small family of genes that are specifically expressed in immature endosperm simultaneously to zeins, the best characterized proteins from this tissue. Unlike zeins, the proteins of the glutelin-2 and zein-2 family contain sequences homologous to storage proteins from other cereals such as gliadins or hordeins. The cDNA clones encoding for the two types of proteins have been compared, and a high degree of homology has been observed for both the nucleotide and amino acid sequences. The differences existing in both the coding and non-coding regions allow the definition of multiple types of variability in their sequence. An hypothesis is proposed on how sequence diversity may have been generated in this particular class of plant proteins.